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Lead in
4.1 mane /meIn/ (n) 
 the long hair on the neck of a 

horse or lion

4.2 flipper /"flIp@(r)/ (n) 
 flat part that sticks out from the 

body of some sea animals such as 
seals, turtles, penguins, used for 
swimming (like a bird’s wing)

4.3 fin /fIn/ (n) 
 thin flat part that sticks out from the 

body of a fish, used for swimming 
and keeping balance  The tail is at 
the back of the fish.

4.4 scale /skeIl/ (n) 
 small thin plate of hard material 

that covers the skin of many fish 
and reptiles � scaly (adj)

4.5 antenna /&n"ten@/ (n) 
 either of the two long thin parts on 

the head of some insects and other 
animals that live in shells, used 
to feel and touch things  Plural: 
antennas or antennae /&n"teni:/

4.6 claw /klO:/ (n) 
 sharp curved nail on the end of an 

animal or big bird’s foot � claw (v)

4.7 beak /bi:k/ (n) 
 hard pointed outer part of a bird’s 

mouth

4.8 hoof /hu:f/ (n) 
 hard part of the foot of some 

animals, generally larger plant-
eating animals such as horses, 
zebras  Plural: hooves.

4.9 horn /hO:n/ (n) 
 hard pointed (sometimes curved) 

part that grows, usu. in pairs, on 
the heads of some animals such as 
goats, bulls, buffalo � horned (adj)

4.10 hide /haId/ (n) 
 an animal’s skin, esp. when 

bought or sold, e.g. for leather

4.11 tusk /tVsk/ (n) 
 either of the long curved teeth 

that stick out of the mouth of 
elephants, walruses and some 
other animals

4.12 repulsive /rI"pVlsIv/ (adj) 
 causing a feeling of strong dislike 

◆ When I opened a bottle of two-
week old milk, there was such a 
repulsive smell that I was nearly 
sick. � repulsion (n), repulse (v)

4.13 sinister /"sInIst@(r)/ (adj) 
 seeming or being evil or dangerous 

◆ Some horror films have such 
sinister music that that alone can 
scare you!

4.14 exotic /Ig"zQtIk/ (adj) 
 interesting and unusual because 

it is connected with a country far 
away ◆ My brother and his wife 
went off to some exotic little island 
somewhere for their honeymoon.

4.15 agile /"&dZaIl/ (adj) 
 able to move quickly and easily

◆ My grandfather is no longer very 
agile and has to use a wheelchair. 
� agility (n)

4.16 groom /gru:m/ (v) 
 clean the fur or skin of another 

animal � grooming (n), (well) 
groomed (adj)

4.17 graceful /"greIsfl/ (adj) 
 moving in a controlled, attractive 

way ◆ I think gymnastics is one of 
the most graceful Olympic sports to 
watch, that and diving.
� grace (n), gracefulness (n), 
gracefully (adv)

4.18 fierce /fI@s/ (adj) 
 aggressive in a way that is 

frightening ◆ Our dog has a very 
fierce bark that scares people off, 
but he’s only 20cms high!
� fierceness (n), fiercely (adv)

4.19 stalk /stO:k/ (v) 
 move slowly and quietly towards 

sth in order to kill or catch it

4.20 prey /preI/ (n) 
 creature (e.g. bird, animal or 

fish) that is hunted and eaten by 
another � prey on (v)

Reading

Saviours of the seas

4.21 saviour /"seIvj@(r)/ (n) 
 person who rescues sb/sth from a 

dangerous or difficult situation
� save (v)

4.22 hurtle /"h3:tl/ (v) 
 move very fast in a particular 

direction  Often implies 
dangerously.

4.23 burly /"b3:li/ (adj) 
 big, strong and heavy, used to 

describe a man or a man’s body

4.24 a stone’s throw

 /@ "st@Unz %Tr@U/ (idm) 
 a very short distance away

  Into the wild
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4.25 choppy /"tSQpi/ (adj) 
 with a lot of small waves, not very 

calm

4.26 agitated /"&dZIteItId/ (adj) 
 showing in your behaviour that 

you are anxious and nervous
� agitation (n), agitate (v), 
agitatedly (adv)

4.27 maelstrom /"meIlstrQm/ (n) 
 very strong current of water 

that moves in circles; also a 
situation full of strong feelings 
and confusing events ◆ When 
Laura found out that her sister was 
dating her ex-boyfriend, she felt a 
maelstrom of emotions.

4.28 swerve /sw3:v/ (v) 
 change direction suddenly, esp. in 

order to avoid hitting sb/sth
◆ Seeing the tree at the last minute, 
the bus driver swerved violently 
and managed to avoid it.
� swerve (n)

4.29 intent (on doing sth)

 /In"tent/ (adj) 
 determined to do sth � intent (n), 

intention (n), intend (v)

4.30 captive /"k&ptIv/ (n) 
 person who is kept as a prisoner, 

but usu. during a war and not usu. 
in prison � capture (n, v), captive 
(adj), captivity (n), captor (n)

4.31 ram /r&m/ (v) 
 hit or push sth with force into 

somewhere, usu. deliberately
� battering ram (n): Police broke 
down the door with a battering ram.

4.32 fatal /"feItl/ (adj) 
 causing or ending in death

� fatality (n), fatally (adv)

4.33 altruism /"&ltruIz@m/ (n) 
 concern for the needs and 

happiness of others more than for 
yourself ◆ Leaping into the fast-
flowing river to save the little girl 
was not just heroic, but an act of 
instinctive altruism on Nick’s part. 
� altruistic (adj), altruistically (adv)

4.34 benevolent /b@"nev@l@nt/ (adj) 
 kind, helpful and generous, used 

esp. of people in authority
� benevolence (n), benevolently 
(adv)

4.35 predatory /"pred@tri/ (adj) 
 used to describe animals that live 

by killing and eating other animals 
� predator (n)

4.36 hawk /hO:k/ (n) 
 strong, fast bird of prey 

4.37 primate /"praImeIt/ (n) 
 animal that belongs to the group 

of mammals that includes humans 
and apes (e.g. gorillas)

4.38 offspring /"QfsprIN/ (n) 
 the young of an animal, less 

commonly human children

4.39 kinship /"kInSIp/ (n) 
 fact of being related in a family

� kin (n), kinsman, woman, -men, 
-women (n)

4.40 drift net /"drIft net/ (n) 
 very large fishing net used by 

boats with weights at the bottom

4.41 slaughter /"slO:t@(r)/ (v) 
 kill in large numbers, either 

cruelly or for meat � slaughter (n), 
slaughterhouse (n)

4.42 poacher /"p@UtS@(r)/ (n) 
 person who illegally hunts animals, 

birds or fish, usu. on sb else’s 
property � poach (v), poaching (n)

4.43 distraught /dIs"trO:t/ (adj) 
 extremely upset and anxious, often 

so that you cannot think clearly

4.44 a taste of your own medicine

 /@ %teIst @v jO:r %@Un "medsn/ (idm)
 the same bad treatment that you 

have given to others

4.45 lumbering /"lVmb@rIN/ (adj) 
 moving in a slow, heavy and 

awkward way ◆ Look where you’re 
going, you lumbering idiot! You’ve 
trodden on my CD player!
� lumber (v)

4.46 the deep /D@ "di:p/ (n) 
 the sea  Poetic

4.47 extend /Ik"stend/ (v) 
 stretch a part of your body away 

from yourself  Can be used as a 
very formal way of saying to greet, 
offer support, etc.: extend the hand 
of friendship. 

4.48 (in) distress /(In) dIs"tres/ (n) 
 (in) great danger or difficulty

◆ A distress signal from a sinking 
ferry has just been picked up on the 
harbour radio. 

4.49 maul /mO:l/ (v) 
 (of an animal) attack and injure 

sb/sth by tearing with the claws
� mauling (n)

4.50 credit (sb/sth with) /"kredIt/ (v)
 believe that sb/sth has a particular 

good quality ◆ Do you expect me 
to believe that ridiculous excuse? 
Credit me with some intelligence! 
� credit (n), creditable (adj), 
creditably (adv)

4.51 ethical /"eTIkl/ (adj) 
 connected with beliefs and 

principles about what is right or 
wrong � ethic (n): a strong work 
ethic, ethics (n pl): the study of 
ethics, ethically (adv)

4.52 fearsome /"fI@s@m/ (adj) 
 making sb/sth feel very frightened 

◆ No one dared talk in the 
fearsome Mr Lambert’s lessons.
� fear (n, v), fearsomely (adv)

4.53 in the course of

 /%In D@ "kO:s @v/ (idm)
 during, as a normal part of, esp. 

with work, duties, etc.

4.54 divert /daI"v3:t/ (v) 
 make sb/sth change direction

◆ We would have been here earlier, 
but the main road is closed and we 
were diverted right round the town. 
� diversion (n)

4.55 charge /tSA:dZ/ (n) 
 sudden violent attack, often used 

of wild animals or soldiers in a 
battle context � charge (v)
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4.56 contend /k@n"tend/ (v) 
 say that sth is true, esp. in an 

argument or discussion (formal)
 Do not confuse with contend 

with = have to deal with a 
problem or difficult situation.

4.57 sonar /"s@UnA:(r)/ (n) 
 way of finding the position of 

objects underwater using sound 
waves

4.58 organ /"O:g@n/ (n) 
 part of the body that has a 

particular purpose, e.g. heart, liver, 
brain  The adjective organic 
can refer to parts of the body, but 
is more usually associated with 
the production of food without 
chemicals.

Vocabulary
4.59 (have) a whale of a time

 /(h&v) @ "weIl @v @ %taIm/ (idm)
 (have) a very good time

4.60 a dog’s dinner

 /@ %dQgz "dIn@(r)/ (idm)
 thing that has been done badly, a 

mess

4.61 let the cat out of the bag

 /%let D@ %k&t aUt @v D@ "b&g/ (idm)
 tell a secret carelessly or by 

mistake

4.62 (like) a fish out of water

 /(laIk) @ %fIS aUt @v "wO:t@(r)/ (idm)
 used to describe a person 

who feels uncomfortable or 
awkward because he or she is in 
surroundings that are not familiar

4.63 a snake in the grass

 /@ %sneIk In D@ "grA:s/ (idm)
 person who pretends to be your 

friend but who you cannot trust

4.64 the donkey work

 /D@ "dQNki %w3:k/ (n)
 hard boring part of a job or task

4.65 rabbit (on) /"r&bIt/ (v) 
 talk continuously about things that 

are not important or not interesting 
◆ Do you remember our old history 
teacher, Mr Smedley, who used to 
rabbit on about ancient pottery the 
whole time?

4.66 have butterflies in (your) 

stomach /h&v %bVt@flaIz In jO: 
"stVm@k/ (idm) 

 have a nervous feeling in your 
stomach, usu. before doing sth or 
as you start sth  The possessive 
adjective can change in this idiom. 
A shorter form is also used: Have 
you got butterflies? Speaking in 
public always makes me nervous as 
well, so I know how you feel.

4.67 eat like a horse

 /%i:t laIk @ "hO:s/ (idm)
 eat a lot ◆ As a young man my 

father used to eat like a horse, but 
now has a very small appetite.

 Depending on how this is 
said, it can imply a good, healthy 
appetite or that sb eats too much. 

4.68 (be) in the doghouse

 /(bi:) In D@ "dQghaUs/ (idm)
 used to say that sb is in trouble 

very often with one’s wife/
husband and for sth not regarded 
as serious by the speaker or person 
who has done wrong ◆ You’ll be in 
the doghouse when your wife finds 
out you forgot your own wedding 
anniversary. 

4.69 hen party /"hen %pA:ti/ (n) 
 party for women only, usu. only 

for a woman who is about to get 
married The equivalent for men is 
stag party.

Grammar
4.70 excel /Ik"sel/ (v) 
 be very good at doing sth, esp. be 

amongst the best � excellence (n), 
excellent (adj), excellently (adv)

4.71 twist /twIst/ (v) 
 injure part of your body, esp. your 

ankle, wrist or knee, by turning it 
sharply or in an awkward way
� twist (n), twisted (adj)

4.72 stud /stVd/ (n) 
 small piece of jewellery with a part 

that is pushed through a hole in, 
e.g. your ear, nose, tongue, etc.

 A stud does not have an open 
ring like an earring.

4.73 menace /"menIs/ (v) 
 threaten, be a possible danger to 

� menace (n), menacing (adj), 
menacingly (adv)

4.74 observe /@b"z3:v/ (v) 
 watch sb/sth carefully, esp. to learn 

more about them � observation 
(n), observer (n), observatory (n), 
observant (adj), observantly (adv)

Listening
4.75 distractor /dIs"tr&kt@(r)/ (n) 
 wrong answer given amongst 

correct options in, e.g. a list from 
which you choose (in a multiple-
choice test) � distraction (n), 
distract (v), distracting (adj)

4.76  assignment /@"saInm@nt/ (n)
 task that sb is given as part of 

their work or studies ◆ I’ve got two 
more coursework assignments to do 
and then the final exam in June.
� assign (v)

4.77  freelancer /"fri:lA:ns@(r)/ (n) 
 person who earns money by selling 

their work or services to several 
different organisations rather than 
being employed by one particular 
organisation � freelance (n, v, adj, 
adv)

4.78  expertise /%eksp3:"ti:z/ (n) 
 knowledge or skill in a particular 

subject, activity or job, gained by 
experience or training � expert (n, 
adj), expertly (adv)

4.79  compensate (for)

 /"kQmp@nseIt/ (v)
 provide sth positive to balance or 

reduce sth negative ◆ I’ve bought 
you this DVD. I think that more 
than compensates you for having to 
stay in and babysit, OK?
� compensation (n), compensatory 
(adj)
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4.80 field /fi:ld/ (n) 
 particular subject or type of activity

 Often used with operating
(= working in a general sense) in 
the field. (In the) field also means 
(in a) real, natural environment 
not theoretically in a laboratory 
or library, e.g. a field worker with 
disabled children.

Speaking
4.81 resource /rI"zO:s/ (n) 
 something that an organisation 

or person has and can use ◆ We 
are using the country’s natural 
resources at an alarming rate. 
More must be done to reduce 
water consumption.  Note the 
particular meanings: a person’s 
resources = qualities such as 
courage and imagination; a 
resourceful person = good at 
finding ways of doing things and 
solving problems. � resource (v)

4.82 partially /"pA:S@li/ (adv) 
 not completely, to some extent

 Often used to describe physical 
conditions, e.g. partially sighted/
deaf. Do not confuse with partial 
to sth = liking sth very much.
� partial (adj)

4.83 aquarium /@"kwe@ri@m/ (n) 
 building where people can go to 

see fish and other water creatures 
 This can also be used for a glass 

container where fish are kept, usu. 
if it is big. A smaller one is known 
as a fish tank. � aquatic (adj)

4.84 marine /m@"ri:n/ (adj) 
 connected with the sea ◆ There 

was a fascinating programme on 
last night about a marine biologist 
who talks to sharks! � mariner (n) 

 Marine (n) = a soldier trained 
to serve on land or at sea. 

Use of English 
4.85 resemble /rI"zembl/ (v) 
 look like or be similar to another 

person or thing � resemblance (n)

4.86 ferocious /f@"r@US@s/ (adj) 
 very aggressive or violent, very 

strong ◆ Coastal regions in the 
southern United States have 
been battered again by ferocious 
hurricanes. � ferocity (n), 
ferociousness (n), ferociously (adv)

4.87 blizzard /"blIz@d/ (n) 
 heavy snowstorm with very strong 

winds

4.88 sturdy /"st3:di/ (adj) 
 strong and not easily damaged

◆ I wouldn’t sit on that table if I 
were you – it’s not very sturdy.
� sturdiness (n), sturdily (adv)

4.89 (in) pursuit (of) /p@"sju:t/ (phr)
 following, chasing, trying to reach 

sth � pursue (v)

4.90 elongate /"i:lQNgeIt/ (v) 
 make sth longer, become longer

� elongation (n)

4.91 compress /k@m"pres/ (v) 
 press or reduce sth to make 

it smaller � compressor (n), 
compression (n), compressed (adj)

4.92 (the) humble (sth)

 /"hVmbl/ (phr)
 used to suggest that sth is not 

important or special, often in 
comparison with sth else mentioned 
◆ With an impressive range of rice, 
noodles and pasta now available in 
shops, are we moving away from 
reliance on the humble potato?

 As a personality adjective, 
humble means showing that you 
do not think you are as good or 
important as other people: humble 
about his achievements. � humility 
(n), humble (v), humbly (adv)

4.93 ton /tVn/ (n) 
 unit for measuring weight

 A metric tonne (1,000 kilos) 
is approximately the same as a 
British ton. Note that the word ton 
is often used to mean a lot: Your 
bag weighs a ton!

4.94 collide (with) /k@"laId/ (v) 
 crash into each other (when two 

things collide), crash into sth
� collision (n)

4.95 wipe out /%waIp "aUt/ (phr v) 
 destroy or remove sb/sth 

completely � wipeout (n)

4.96 cod /kQd/ (n) 
 large sea fish with white flesh that 

is commonly eaten  This is the 
type of fish used in traditional 
British fish and chips.

4.97 propensity (for)

 /pr@"pens@ti/ (n) 
 tendency to a particular kind of 

behaviour, often negative (a formal 
word) ◆ With your propensity for 
wasting money, it’s little wonder 
you haven’t got any savings.

 Can be followed by to (+ -ing):
a propensity to exaggerate, a 
propensity to lying. 

4.98 emerge /I"m3:dZ/ (v) 
 start to exist or become known

◆ It emerged that Paula had been 
lying and she had been in the 
sports centre at the time of the 
theft after all. � emergence (n), 
emergent (adj)

4.99 upheaval /Vp"hi:vl/ (n) 
 big change that causes a lot of 

confusion, worry and problems

4.100 (not) lose (any) sleep over 

(sth) /%lu:z "sli:p 2%@Uv@(r)/ (idm) 
 not worry about sth ◆ It’s annoying 

that I lost my purse but I won’t lose 
any sleep over it, there was hardly 
anything of value in it.  Usually 
used in the negative.

4.101 chameleon /k@"mi:li@n/ (n) 
 small lizard that can change its 

colour to match its surroundings

Writing
4.102 otter /"Qt@(r)/ (n) 
 small mammal (about 80 cms in 

length) with four webbed feet, a 
tail, whiskers, and the thickest fur 
of any animal in the world 
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4.103 waterproof /"wO:t@pru:f/ (adj)
 that does not let water through or 

cannot be damaged by water
� waterproof (n): I think it’s going to 
rain – I’d better bring a waterproof, 
waterproof (v)

4.104 streamlined

 /"stri:mlaInd/ (adj)
 with a smooth even shape that 

helps sth move quickly and easily 
through water or air ◆ New cars 
are often streamlined for maximum 
speed and fuel efficiency.

 Also: (for a system, process 
etc.) improved in a way that makes 
it work better or more efficiently
� streamlining (n), streamline (v)

4.105 salmon /"s&m@n/ (n) 
 large fish with silver skin and pink 

flesh that is commonly eaten 

4.106 eel /i:l/ (n) 
 long thin fish that looks like a 

snake. Some types are eaten. 

4.107 shellfish /"SelfIS/ (n) 
 creature with a shell that lives in 

water, esp. a type that is eaten 
(prawn, crab, mussel, etc.) ◆ Julia 
eats fish, but she’s terribly allergic 
to shellfish.  Plural = shellfish

4.108 solitary /"sQl@tri/ (adj) 
 spending most of the time alone

� solitariness (n), solitude (n)

4.109 cub /kVb/ (n) 
 the young of various mammals, 

e.g. all big cats, bears, wolves, and 
smaller mammals such as otters 
and foxes

4.110 fend for yourself

 /%fend f@ jO:"self/ (phr v)
 take care of yourself without any 

help from anyone else ◆ I wouldn’t 
advise leaving home until you’re 
old enough to fend for yourself. 

4.111 catch sight of

 /%k&tS "saIt @v/ (phr)
 see sth suddenly and usu. only for 

a moment

4.112 secretive /"si:kr@tIv/ (adj) 
 keeping feelings, knowledge, plans, 

etc. hidden from other people 
� secret (n), secretiveness (n), 
secretively (adv)

4.113 nocturnal /nQk"t3:nl/ (adj) 
 used to describe animals that are 

active at night � nocturnally (adv)

4.114 detect /dI"tekt/ (v) 
 notice or discover sth, usu. sth 

that is not easy to see, smell, etc. 
◆ Did I detect a rather strained 
atmosphere when I walked into 
the room? Have you two been 
arguing again? � detective (n, adj), 
detection (n), detectable (adj), 
undetectable (adj)

4.115 scent /sent/ (n) 
 smell that a person or animal has 

that another animal can follow
� scent (v), scented (adj)

Review
4.116 under wraps

 /%Vnd@ "r&ps/ (idm)
 being kept a secret until some time 

in the future  Often used in the 
phrase keep sth under wraps.

4.117 meteor /"mi:ti@(r)/ (n) 
 piece of rock or metal from outer 

space that burns brightly when it 
enters the earth’s atmosphere

 A meteorite hits the earth’s 
surface.

4.118 toucan /"tu:k@n/ (n) 
 tropical American bird which is 

black with areas of very bright 
feathers and has a big brightly-
coloured beak that curves 
downwards

4.119 insect /"Insekt/ (n) 
 any small creature with six legs 

and a body divided into three 
parts, usually with wings

Workbook
Reading
Take the plunge

4.120 dive /daIv/ (v) 
 swim underwater wearing 

breathing equipment  Also: jump 
into water with your head and 
arms going in first. � diver (n)

4.121 double-decker bus

 /%dVbl %dek@ "bVs/ (n) 
 bus with two floors, one on top of 

the other

4.122 buddy /"bVdi/ (n) 
 partner who does an activity with 

you so that you can help each 
other  Also: a friend.

4.123 trial /"traI@l/ (n) 
 the process of testing the ability, 

quality of sb/sth, especially before 
you make a final decision about 
them Jess is doing a trial for her 
local athletics club next week.
� try (n, v)

4.124 remotely /rI"m@Utli/ (adv) 
 to a very slight degree

◆ His comment wasn’t even 
remotely funny; nobody laughed. 

 Usually in negative sentences.
� remote (adj)

4.125 give sth a go

 /%gIv ... @ "g@U/ (idm)
 make an attempt at doing sth

◆ You might not like tennis, but 
give it a go first, and then decide.

4.126 intimidating

 /In"tImIdeItIN/ (adj)
 frightening or threatening

◆ The first day at school can be quite 
intimidating for many children.
� intimidate (v), intimidation (n), 
intimidated (adj)

4.127 gauge /geIÙ/ (n) 
 instrument for measuring the 

amount or level of sth  Usually 
in compounds: fuel gauge, 
temperature gauge etc. � gauge (v)
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4.128 fuel /"fju:@l/ (n) 
 any material that produces heat or 

power, usually when it is burnt
� fuel (v), refuel (v)

4.129 speedometer

 /spi:"dQmIt@(r)/ (n)
 instrument in a vehicle which 

shows how fast the vehicle is going

4.130 distract /dI"str&kt/ (v) 
 take sb’s attention away from what 

they are trying to do ◆ I found 
it hard to study for the exam, 
as I was distracted by the noise 
coming from the open window. 
� distraction (n), distractor (n), 
distracted (adj)

4.131 myriad /"mIri@d/ (n) 
 an extremely large number of sth

◆ The pool was filled with a myriad 
of brightly-coloured tropical fish.

4.132 creature /"kri:Í@(r)/ (n) 
 a living thing, real or imaginary, 

that can move around, such as an 
animal ◆ What the children loved 
most at the zoo were the water 
creatures, especially the otters and 
the penguins. � create (v),
creation (n), creator (n) 

4.133 burst /b3:st/ (v) 
 break open or apart, esp. because 

of pressure from inside ◆ The 
balloon burst because I blew it up 
too far. � burst (n)

4.134 lung /lVN/ (n) 
 either of the two organs in the 

chest that you use when breathing

4.135 swot up (on)

 /%swQt "Vp/ (phr v)
 study a particular subject very 

hard, esp. in order to prepare for 
an exam ◆ I always find Physics 
exams very difficult, no matter how 
much I swot up.

4.136 wreck /rek/ (n) 
 ship that has sunk or that has been 

very badly damaged

4.137 surroundings

 /s@"raUndINz/ (n pl)
 everything that is around or near 

sb/sth ◆ What Mark liked most 
about their new house was its 
peaceful surroundings.

4.138 trigger /"trIg@(r)/ (v) 
 make sth happen, often suddenly 

◆ Justin’s decision to move was 
triggered by his desire to live by 
the sea.  Also: cause a device to 
start functioning.

4.139 boundary /"baUndri/ (n) 

 real or imagined line that marks 
the limits or edges of sth ◆ The 
boundary of our land is marked by 
an ancient stone wall.

4.140 effortless /"ef@tl@s/ (adj) 
 easy � effort (n), effortlessly (adv)

4.141 awe /O:/ (n) 
 feelings of respect and slight fear, 

feelings of being very impressed by 
sth/sb ◆ ‘They’re huge!’ said Annie 
in awe, when she first saw the 
skyscrapers in New York.

4.142 competent /"kQmpIt@nt/ (adj)
 having enough skill or knowledge 

to do sth well or to the necessary 
standard ◆ Janice is very competent 
in her work. Do you think we ought 
to give her a pay rise? � incompetent 
(adj), (in)competently (adv),
(in)competence (n)

4.143 module /"mQdju:l/ (n) 
 unit that can form part of a course 

of study ◆ This term I’m studying 
two History modules.

4.144 get to grips with

 /%get t@ "grIps wID/ (idm)
 begin to understand and deal with 

sth difficult ◆ After the first couple 
of months, I started to get to grips 
with the local customs. 

4.145 regulator /"regj@leIt@(r)/ (n) 
 device that automatically controls 

sth such as speed, temperature or 
pressure

4.146 buoyancy /"bOI@nsi/ (n) 
 abilily to float or to keep things 

floating � buoyant (adj)

4.147 inflate /In"fleIt/ (v) 
 fill sth or become filled with gas or 

air ◆ It’s important to check regularly 
that your car tyres are correctly 
inflated.  Opposite: deflate.
� inflation (n)

4.148 for good /f@ "gUd/ (phr) 
 for ever, permanently ◆ I think 

we’d better find a computer expert 
to solve our software problem for 
good – we can’t keep trying to fix it 
ourselves.

4.149 blissfully /"blIsf@li/ (adv) 
 extremely happily ◆ The blissfully 

sunny weather has encouraged lots 
of people to go to the beach.
� bliss (n), blissful (adj)

4.150 ignorant /"Ign@r@nt/ (adj) 
 knowing very little or nothing

� ignorance (n), ignorantly (adv) 
 The verb ignore means take 

no notice of sb/sth. You can’t just 
ignore the problem and hope it will 
go away. 

4.151 monitor /"mQnIt@(r)/ (v) 
 watch and check sth over a period 

of time in order to see how it 
develops, so that you can make 
any necessary changes
◆ Environmental groups have been 
monitoring the changing weather 
patterns in the area.

4.152 grounding /"graUndIN/ (n) 
 training in the basic parts of a 

subject ◆ You really can’t expect to 
pass any language exam without a 
proper grounding in its grammar.

Vocabulary
4.153 malice /"m&lIs/ (n) 
 feeling of dislike for sb that causes 

a desire to harm them ◆ It was 
clearly an accident and there was 
no malice intended. � malicious 
(adj), maliciously (adv)

4.154 submission /s@b"mISn/ (n) 
 the act of accepting that sb has 

defeated you and that you must 
obey them ◆ Surprisingly, his 
response was one of resistance, not 
submission. � submissive (adj), 
submissively (adv), submissiveness 
(n)
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4.171  all sewn up

 /%O:l %s@Un "Vp/ (phr)
 arranged in a satisfactory way, 

completed ◆ I thought I had the 
report all sewn up until I discovered 
a pile of documents that had been 
forgotten.

4.172  counterpart

 /"kaUnt@pA:t/ (n)
 person or thing that has the same 

position or function as sb/sth else 
in a different place or situation
◆ My counterpart in our New York 
office earns nearly twice as much 
as I do!

4.173  leave sb standing

 /%li:v ... "st&ndIN/ (phr)
 be much better than sb

◆ The Italians leave most other 
countries standing when it comes 
to the variety of regional food.

4.174  brute /bru:t/ (adj) 
 involving physical strength only and 

not thought or intelligence ◆ The 
police were accused of using brute 
force to control the demonstrators.
� brute (n), brutish (adj)

4.175  hoist /hOIst/ (v) 
 raise or pull sth up to a higher 

position ◆ The cargo is first 
checked and then hoisted onto the 
ship by a crane. � hoist (n)

4.176  puny /"pju:ni/ (adj) 
 small and weak ◆ The newborn 

kittens certainly looked puny, but 
they made such a loud noise!

4.177  staggering /"st&g@rIN/ (adj)
 so surprising or great that it is 

difficult to believe � stagger (v), 
staggeringly (adv)

4.178  colony /"kQl@ni/ (n) 
 group of plants or animals that live 

together or grow in the same place

4.179  liver /"lIv@(r)/ (n) 
 large organ in the body that cleans 

the blood

4.163 idle /"aIdl/ (adj) 
 with no particular purpose or 

effect, useless ◆ Stella said she’d 
leave me if I went on holiday 
without her, but it was just an idle 
threat.  Also: lazy, not working 
hard. � idleness (n), idly (adv)

4.164 urge /3:Ù/ (v) 
 advise or try hard to persuade sb to 

do sth ◆ Police are urging anyone 
who saw the accident to contact 
them immediately. � urge (n)

4.165 referendum /%ref@"rend@m/ (n)
 occasion when all the people of a 

country can vote on an important 
issue

4.166 sought-after

 /"sO:t %A:ft@(r)/ (adj)
 wanted by many people, because it 

is of very good quality or difficult 
to get or to find ◆ Nicole Kidman 
is perhaps the most sought-after 
Australian actress today.

4.167 towards /t@"wO:dz/ (prep)
 with the aim of obtaining sth, or 

helping sb to obtain sth ◆ If you 
help me with the housework, I’ll 
give you some money towards your 
new bike. 

Listening
4.168 springbok /"sprINbQk/ (n) 
 small South African antelope that 

can jump high into the air

4.169 archer fish /"A:Í@ %fIS/ (n) 
 kind of fish known for its habit of 

preying on insects and other small 
animals by shooting them down 
with water droplets from its mouth

4.170  slot /slQt/ (n) 
 position, time or opportunity for 

sb/sth ◆ Kanye West’s new album 
has occupied the Number One slot 
of the charts for weeks on end.

 Also: long narrow opening, into 
which you put or fit sth.

4.155 quarrelsome

 /"kwQr@ls@m/ (adj)
 liking to argue with other people

◆ As a boy, Eddie was naughty and 
quarrelsome, however he developed 
into an even-tempered young man.

4.156 spiteful /"spaItfl/ (adj) 
 behaving in an unkind way in 

order to hurt or upset sb ◆ Joe’s 
spiteful behaviour included pulling 
the hair of the girl sitting in front 
of him. � spite (n), spitefully (adv)

4.157 mystifying /"mIstIfaIIN/ (adj) 
 confusing, inexplicable ◆ His 

mystifying decision to move to 
another country for no apparent 
reason upset his family and 
friends. � mystification (n), mystify 
(v), mystified (adj)

Grammar
4.158 orang-utan /O:%r&N u:"t&n/ (n)
 large ape with long arms and 

reddish hair, found in Borneo and 
Sumatra

4.159 habitat /"h&bIt&t/ (n) 
 place where a particular type of 

animal or plant is normally found

4.160 plantation /plA:n"teISn/ (n) 
 the planting and cultivation of 

crops

4.161 conservation

 /%kQns@"veISn/ (n)
 protection of the natural 

environment  Also: the act of 
preventing sth from being lost, 
wasted, damaged or destroyed.

Grammar extra
4.162 refurbishment

 /%ri:"f3:bISm@nt/ (n)
 cleaning and decoration of a room, 

building, etc. in order to make 
it more attractive, more useful, 
etc. ◆ The theatre is closed for 
refurbishment, it will open again 
next October. � refurbish (v)
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4.180  take its toll

 /%teIk Its "tQl/ (idm)
 have a bad effect on sb/sth, cause 

a lot of damage, deaths, suffering, 
etc. ◆ Poor diet will eventually 
take its toll leading to a variety of 
diseases.

4.181  run-up /"rVn Vp/ (n) 
 distance you run to gain speed 

before you jump a long distance, 
throw a ball, etc. ◆ Tara took a long 
run-up and managed to jump across 
the river to the opposite bank.

4.182  jet /Ùet/ (n)
 strong narrow stream of gas, liquid, 

steam or flame that comes very 
quickly out of a small opening
◆ A jet of water shot out of the 
hosepipe when I turned the tap on.

4.183  argue /"A:gju:/ (v) 
 give reasons why you think that sth 

is right/wrong, true/not true, etc., 
esp. to persuade people that you 
are right ◆ Dan insisted on getting 
a job as a waiter, and although his 
mother disagreed, she felt too tired 
to argue her points. � argument (n), 
argumentative (adj)

Use of English
4.184 reciprocate /rI"sIpr@keIt/ (v) 
 behave or feel towards sb in the 

same way as they behave or feel 
towards you ◆ He smiled but he 
began to feel awkward as his smile 
was not reciprocated.
� reciprocation (n), reciprocal 
(adj), reciprocally (adv)

4.185 pattern /"p&tn/ (n) 
 the regular way in which sth 

happens or is done ◆ The police 
identified a pattern to the series of 
burglaries which had occurred in the 
area.  Also: a regular arrangement 
of lines, shapes, colours, etc. as a 
design on material.


